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A Safe Haven 
to work from during a 

cyber breach

Business
Continuity

We are all potential victims of a cyberattack and with the threat landscape increasing in volume and complexity all the time, 
breaches are no longer a possibility – they are inevitable. When a breach occurs, it can bring an entire environment to a 
stop and this means that the processes and functions underpinned by the affected technology also stop. Recovering from an 
attack can take a long time. So how do you continue to do business during this time, when using the affected technology is not 
an option and your IT staff are busy dealing with the breach and not on achieving “business as usual”?

Overview
It’s rare for any business to keep a secondary environment 
totally separate from their live systems, ready to switch 
over to, should the primary environment be compromised. 
Needless to say, the costs and management involved 
prohibit most organisations from considering such a 
measure. Even larger establishments with multiple 
locations struggle to cope with managing to continue 
impacted business functions, where the priority for the 
business as a whole is to contain the breach and isolate 
affected systems.

For Daisy however, providing such secondary facilities is 
just part of our business as usual activity – to keep our 
customers up and running during any eventuality.

Daisy can provide a clean technical environment for you 
and your workforce to continue to work from while your 
IT staff conduct a detailed investigation on the impacted 
environment. Taking a methodical and detailed approach to 
the investigation can help reduce the likelihood of a further 
attack occurring to the same systems in the same way in the 
future, so it is a critical undertaking, and one that requires 
“all hands to the pump” internally.

What does Safe Haven deliver?
Safe Haven can provide you with a fresh, untouched and 
uninfected environment from network through to desktop 
and servers with physical and logical segregation away from 
your infected infrastructure. Depending on the extent of the 
breach and the services required, these can be delivered to 
any of our UK business continuity centres, directly to your 
door, or to homeworkers.
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Why Daisy Safe Haven?
Daisy has the business continuity infrastructure and 
expertise to deliver this service, with on and off-premise 
options that can address the nature of your breach.

• Industry-leader in providing alternative work space with 
short lead times

• Keep your business running while an investigation into the 
breach is undertaken

• Access to all relevant and associated technical equipment 
you need

• The ability to continue delivering support and 
communications to your customers during a breach

• Ideal as an additional service for customers who take 
eBackup or other data protection services from us, so we 
can quickly and easily roll-back to clean data

Why Daisy for business continuity and availability 
services?
• The UK’s largest provider of availability and business 

continuity services

• More than 30 years’ experience delivering availability 
services

• Protecting >6PB of customer data with >100,000 backups 
every month

• Recognised and positioned by two leading global analysts 
for data availability, protection and recovery

• Multiple service and innovation awards from recognised 
business continuity industry bodies

• >100 UK business continuity and availability engineers and 
support staff

• Daisy helps customers through disaster several times a 
week, every week, successfully managing >240 customer 
incidents annually

• Our customers have scooped the ‘Most Effective Recovery 
of the Year’ awards year-on-year

To find out more about Daisy Safe Haven, speak to one of our sales specialists today.
Email: enquiry.dcs@daisygroup.com or call: 0344 863 3000

Daisy Availability Services
Safe Haven forms part of our availability services portfolio, delivered with a 30-year pedigree of recovery 
services. The combination of our converged solutions is unique in today’s market and the transformation of 
our proven business continuity solutions into true availability services makes us the partner of choice when 
delivering an always-on business. We can meet all of your recovery point and recovery time objectives and 
keep your digital journey on track.


